
Grade 3/4 Homework 

Term 1 - Weeks 3 - 4 

 

English 

Reading and Writing 

Select an article from the following website:  https://www.kidsnews.com.au 

You could read about sports, science or animals. If you are looking for an article that links with our 

inquiry unit, have a look at ‘Flood Water is Filling Kati Thanda – Lake Eyre.’  After you have read the 

article, there are questions to answer to practise your reading comprehension.     There is also a 

glossary to help you expand your vocabulary. 

Then try the writing task linked to each article.  Remember that there is a Grade 3 and 4 Writing 

Competition. You may want to enter your work. 

 

Editing  

When you have finished your story, read it through slowly, underlining any words or phrases that do 

not make sense, or that you would like to improve. 

Re-read it a second time and check your punctuation.  Have you missed any capital letters, full stops, 

commas, questions marks, exclamation marks?  If you have used direct speech, have you used 

quotation marks correctly? 

Finally, re-read your writing a third time and underline any words you know or think you may have 

misspelled. Check them in a dictionary or ask an adult to help you correct your spelling. 

Editing tip:  when you are checking for spelling errors, read your work backwards starting from the 

end of your story to the beginning.  Look carefully at each word. 

 

Spelling 
 - ough and eigh are the two quad-graphs (four letters combining to make one sound) in the English 
language.   Make a list of words that contain these letter patterns.  How many different sounds does 
each quad - graph make? 
- tch   When we spell words with ‘tch’, we often forget the ‘t’, like in watch.  Make  lists of words that 
contain tch.      
 

 

Mathematics 

Measurement 

Use scales and tape-measures to improve your estimation and measurement skills. 

Find items in your home to measure and record your estimates and measurements in the table 

attached. 

Homework 

Measurement task.docx
 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/

